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Every effort has been made to ensure that the contents of this publication were accurate 

and up-to-date at the time of going to press. The right is reserved to change specifi-

cations, partnumbers and features without prior notice. To avoid any misunderstandings 

your Mitsubishi Motors dealer will advise of any alterations made since the date of 

issue of this brochure. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form or 

by any means, without the prior written permission of Mitsubishi Motors Europe B.V.. 

Some of the products or vehicles shown in the brochure may differ from the models 

available in your market.

Mitsubishi Motors Europe B.V.
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KING OF PARIS-DAKAR

The Paris-Dakar rally is the most intense and demanding racing event in the world. 

The rugged terrain and searing heat and dust of the desert are a true test of strength 

and endurance for man and machine alike. 

Winning this most gruelling race once is a phenomenal achievement by any standards. 

Winning it seven times in a row is almost unthinkable, yet that’s exactly what a 

Mitsubishi Pajero did in January 2007. In short, your new 4x4 is descended from 

the undisputed king of Paris-Dakar. 
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THIS 4X4 IS GOING PLACES

The Mitsubishi Pajero is a very complete vehicle. It probably has more standard features than 

any other in its class. And because it’ll be going places with you behind the wheel, we 

thought you might like a say in some of the matters of finer detail. That’s why Mitsubishi 

engineers have designed a practical and stylish range accessories and options for it. Leaf 

through this brochure for ideas and customise and enhance your new Pajero to your own 

taste and requirements.

Pajero shown with front skid plate and painted side protection moulding.
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^ Sports grille
With chromed or black mesh. Resin surrounding painted in 

Sterling Silver (A19), can be colour-keyed.

Replaces the original grille.

Chrome mesh MZ575750EX

Black mesh MZ380388EX

Front bumper 
styling element
Resin (2-tone painted) 

with chromed top plate. 

MZ575772EX

Front underride 
protection
Aluminium protection plate.

MZ575770EX

^ Front skid plate
Lower extension to the front bumper, made of resin. 

Supplied in silver colour (A69) 

M313825A69

≤ Mirror covers
Chromed.

To replace the original 

outer mirror covers.

MZ576220EX EXTERIOR
STYLING

≤ Door handle 
protection
Chromed.

Front door set

MZ380310EX

Rear door set

MZ380311EX (LWB)
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EXTERIOR
STYLING

Spare wheel cover ≥
Double shell type.

Inner shell in black resin, outer shell chromed. 

MZ547832EX

Rear skid plate
Lower extension to the rear bumper, made of resin. 

Supplied in dark grey (H01) with silver accents (A69)

M313826DT1

Supplied in dark grey (H01)

M313826H01

Spare wheel cover ≥
Double shell type.

Inner shell in black resin, 

outer shell painted 

in Sterling Silver (A19), 

can be colour-keyed.

MZ547833EX

Note: Picture shows a 

black (X24) painted 

spare wheel cover and dark 

grey rear skid plate.

^ Rear spoiler
Supplied in Sterling 

Silver (A19), can be 

colour-keyed.

MZ574420EX

Note: Picture shows a 

black (X24) painted 

version.

≤ Spare wheel cover
Single shell type with vinyl backing. 

Available in all body colours. 

Please see the quick reference list for details.

NATURAL PRESENCE

The Mitsubishi Pajero has natural presence both on and off the road. Its powerful 

profile and confident stance command respect and exude adventure. But whether you admire 

it from the front, the side or the rear, the solid design of the Pajero never overwhelms its 

stately appearance. If we hadn’t told you about its unsurpassed desert prowess, you might 

never have guessed.

Pajero shown with painted side protection moulding, rear spoiler, chromed spare wheel cover and 

rear skid plate.
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≤ Side protection 
moulding
Available in all body 

colours.

The decoration strip in the 

centre is available in both 

silver and chrome look.

Please see the quick 

reference list for details.

For models with side 

cladding only.

≤ Side protection 
moulding
Detail shot of dark grey 

(H01) moulding with silver 

decoration strip.

≤ Side step inlay plates ^ 
Stainless steel plates, fitting nicely around the 

ribs of the original side steps.

SWB MZ313857

LWB MZ313858

EXTERIOR
STYLING

Alloy wheel - 20” ≥
6 spoke, excl. wheel nuts.

Recommended tyre size 265/50R20.

MME31626

Alloy wheel - 18”
6 spoke, excl. wheel nuts.

Recommended tyre size 265/60R18.

MME31617

^ Lockable wheel nuts
MZ313736 (4 pcs)

Wheel nut (no ill.)
MR455707 (1 pce)

Note: The alloy wheels may 

not be available in all 

countries. Please check 

with your dealer.

INDIVIDUAL CHARACTER

When you first considered purchasing a Mitsubishi Pajero, you’ll have been thinking about more than getting from A to B in 

comfort and style. And even if you haven’t yet experienced its superior handling and sheer power at first hand, you’ll certainly 

have pictured yourself behind the wheel - towing a trailer, fording a river… 

The accessories on these pages have been especially crafted to give your Pajero individual character and meet diverse personal 

needs. Think back to your test-drive, think forward to what your new 4x4 will be doing for you. The opportunity to finalise its 

look and feel is in your hands.

Pajero shown with front underride protection, sports grille with black mesh, chromed door handle protection and mirror covers, 

side protection moulding and roof carrier.
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Interior decoration ≥ 
panels

Door panels, 

in aluminium look.

For front doors.

MZ313867A

For more information please 

see the quick reference list.

Interior decoration  ≥
panels

Centre panel, 

in aluminium look.

For vehicles with MMCS.

MZ313865

Centre air vents, 

in wood look.

MZ313866W

Door panels, surrounding 

the power window switch 

panel, in wood look.

For front doors.

MZ313867W

Sports pedal kit
Brushed aluminium. 

No drilling necessary.

For m/t (set of 3 pcs)

MZ313618

For a/t (set of 2 pcs)

MZ313869

Integrated Bluetooth 
handsfree phone kit 
MME31776

≤ Entry guards ≥
Stainless steel with 

embossed Pajero logo, 

front door part illuminated.

Front door set 

SWB MZ527524EX

Front & rear door set 

LWB MZ527518EX

INTERIOR
STYLING

LUXURY AND SPECTACULAR VIEWS

Sitting up high in your new Pajero, you’ll soon notice that the view is spectacular whichever 

way you look. Adjusting your focus to the interior, you’ll also soon appreciate the fine balance 

Mitsubishi engineers have struck between functional design and luxury finish. There’s not a 

knob or switch too many, yet not a trick to be desired.

Your chance to tailor the Pajero’s luxury interior to your own personal taste is right now. 

You may wish to see its wood, aluminium or metal look finish on the centre and door consoles, 

too, for instance. The choice is yours. And with the vehicle’s fully-integrated communications 

and entertainment system, you may well elect to take the long way home. 

≤ Entry guards
Stainless steel with Pajero 

logo in anti-slip material.

Replaces the original 

resin entry guards.

Front door set only.

SWB MZ527516EX

LWB MZ527517EX

 Interior decoration ≥ 
panels

Centre panel, in 

aluminium look.

For vehicles with 

audio panel.

MZ313864

Centre air vents, 

in metal look.

MZ313866M

The interior decoration 

panels will further extend 

the colour theme inside 

your car. The centre air 

vents and door panels are 

all available for interiors 

in both wood and metal. 

The centre panel is always 

in aluminium.

With these panels you 

can continue the stylish 

combination of aluminium 

with wood or metal accents 

in your interior.

For dark grey interiors the 

door panels are also 

available in aluminium, 

which combines perfectly 

with the aluminium 

centre panel.
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≤ Mitsubishi Multi Communication System 

   system

   navigation)

   Rockford Fosgate

MZ313899

Navigation installation kits
Please see the quick reference list.

The owner manual is available in many languages. 

Please ask your dealer.

AUX-cable (no ill.)

Incl. noise filter. To connect your iPod, MP3 player etc.

For MMCS

MZ360224EX

IN-CAR
ENTERTAINMENT

Full map Navigation menu 

Detailed turn / map screen Arrow / map screen

Points of Interest

along the route

TMC message

Music serverDVD video

Multi media console ≥
For dashboard installation of mobile phone cradles, iPod, 

MP3 player, etc.

LHD MZ313890

RHD MZ313960
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 Bluetooth handsfree phone kit with display ≥
Not for vehicles with Rockford Fosgate.

MME31756

A language specific control unit is needed. 

Please see the quick reference list for details.

IN-CAR
ENTERTAINMENT

^ Tuner / 6 CD changer 

MZ313880

AUX-cable (no ill.)

Incl. noise filter. To connect your iPod, MP3 player etc.

For tuner / 6 cd changer

MZ360136EX

≤ Rear seat 
entertainment system

sunroof.

player, MP3 & WMA 

compatible, remote control 

and remote control holder 

included.

A video-in adapter and 

2 infrared headphones 

are included in the 

installation kit.

For further details, please 

ask your dealer.

MZ313877

Installation kit
LHD MZ360206EX

RHD MZ360207EX

The owner manual is 

available in many 

languages. Please ask 

your dealer.

NEVER A BORING MOMENT

The Mitsubishi Pajero offers drivers a fantastic motoring experience. Its handling is superb and its response second 

to none. Even those not at the wheel will appreciate that. But long journeys to exciting places eventually mean boredom, 

especially to younger passengers inherently most eager to get there. 

certainly ensure that you take the quickest route. But there’s more. To keep everyone in the back really quiet, Mitsubishi 

screen and two pairs of wireless headphones, they can watch films and play games to their hearts’ content while you enjoy 

the drive. And perhaps your favourite concert. 

^ Integrated Bluetooth handsfree phone kit
For vehicles with Rockford Fosgate only.

MME31776
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^ Rubber mat sets
Front, LHD MZ313895

Front, RHD MZ313896

Rubber tunnel mat
Rear, SWB MZ312479

Rear, LWB MZ312480

Side window ≥
deflectors

Front doors only.

SWB MZ562785EX

Front and rear doors.

LWB MZ562786EX

≤ Textile trunk room mats
Black.

Velours, Elegance

SWB MZ313850

LWB MZ313852

Velours, Comfort

SWB MZ313849

LWB MZ313851

COMFORT

≤ Textile mat sets
Front and rear set, black.

Velours, Elegance

SWB, LHD MZ313846

LWB, LHD MZ313848

SWB, RHD MZ313892

LWB, RHD MZ313894

Velours, Comfort

SWB, LHD MZ313845

LWB, LHD MZ313847

SWB, RHD MZ313891

LWB, RHD MZ313893

Pajero interior with ≥
illuminated entry guards, 

sports pedals, Mitsubishi 

Multi Communication 

System and metal-look 

decoration panels.

HOME COMFORTS

Whether you’re cruising 

to work on the motorway 

or navigating a muddy 

incline halfway up a 

mountain, it’s good to be 

in a comfortable, homely 

environment. And though 

we are confident that 

you’ll have everything 

you need around you, 

we don’t know your 

tastes in detail. 

Take some time to 

personalise your new 

Pajero’s interior look 

and feel. Your car is, 

after all, your home 

from home. 
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ALARM SYSTEM

≤ Fog lamp kit
MZ313897

≤ Rear view camera kit ≥

the Mitsubishi Multi 

Communication System.

Camera installed in the 

licence plate holder.

MZ313955

Rear parking assistance ≥
Assists reversing with audible distance indication.

Set of 4 rear sensors (can be colour-keyed).

MZ313898

SAFETY & PROTECTION

≤ Anti-theft alarm system
Vehicle security system.

Includes ultrasonic sensors, sirene, hood switch, 

dedicated wiring harness, easy installation, operation by 

original keyless entry transmitter. 

MME31619  

SAFETY FIRST

As with all Mitsubishis, no expense has been spared to ensure that your new Pajero meets 

and exceeds the highest standards of safety in the world. The safety of you, of those 

travelling with you, as well as that of other road users, tops the list of design requirements 

for all our vehicles. 

Nevertheless, depending on your needs and requirements, you may wish to fit some 

additional safety and protection features. If only for convenience and practicality. All are 

genuine Mistubishi Motors accessories, some have been custom-designed for the Pajero 

and all have undergone rigorous testing to ensure that they meet rigid quality standards.
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Separation rack ≥
Black-coated steel, roof to 

floor coverage.

For LWB without sunroof 

MR935379

For LWB with sunroof 

MR935382

SAFETY & PROTECTION

Safety kit ≥
Includes first aid kit and 

warning triangle.

MZ312959

≤ Child safety seat 
For children between 8 months and 4 years old.

“Duo Plus” (isofix)
MZ313045A

“Lord” (no isofix)

MZ312745A

≤ Child safety seat ≥
For children between 3 and 12 years of age.

“Kid” (no isofix)

MZ312808A

^ Child safety seat 
For babies up to 15 months or 13 kgs.

“Baby-Safe Plus” (isofix)
MZ313589

“Baby-Safe” (no isofix)

MZ312807A

≤ Warning triangle
MZ312957

First aid kit ≥
MZ312958
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TECHNOLOGY HIGH

The Mitsubishi Pajero takes luxury 4WD technology to new heights. Fitted with Mitsubishi’s updated All Wheel Control System, 

you’ll find that your Pajero sticks to gravel, mud, snow and tarmac like a bee sticks to honey. And that it pulls 

incredibly heavy loads. The Pajero delivers exceptional performance in the most demanding environments. 

It will get you to them and through them in comfort and in style. 

Its unsurpassed sporting heritage, its natural, stately presence, its quality, reliability and sophistication - it’s what 

the Mitsubishi driving experience is all about. And now that you’ve customised it to your individual taste and needs, we’re 

confident that you’ll enjoy it in every respect.

Pajero shown with painted side protection moulding, spare wheel cover single shell, rear spoiler, roof carrier and kayak carrier.
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≤ Towbar ≥ 
Detachable type.

The socket plate is 

invisible when towbar 

is detached.

MZ313840

Towbar ≥
Fixed type.

MZ313838

TRANSPORT
& LEISURE

Roof carrier ≥
With integrated lock for 

roof rail applications.

Black-coated steel.

MZ312466

Roof carrier ≥
With integrated lock 

for roof moulding 

applications.

Black-coated steel.

MZ532148EX

Bike carrier ≥
With integrated lock.

Aluminium.  

MZ313538

 Towbar ≥
Flange type.

Cannot be combined with rear skid plate.

MZ313839 The roof carrier 

attachments shown are 

only a selection. 

For more accessories and 

partnumbers, please see 

the quick reference list.

^ Trunk tray XL  
Flexible shell with high edges.

SWB MZ313888 

LWB MZ313889 

^ Trunk tray
Flexible shell with low edges.

SWB MZ313886 

LWB MZ313887

Wet bag ≥
Keeps your trunk room 

perfectly dry and clean. 

Easy to stow away when 

not in use.

MZ313913

≤ Cargo net 
MZ312254

Dedicated towbar ≥
wiring kits

(incl. C2 module and 

pre-wiring for rear parking 

system) are available.

Please see the quick 

reference list for details. 
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Woven tie ≥

MME50222

MERCHANDISE
GOODS & 

IDEAL GIFTS

Pajero ≥
Pajero exclusive 

scale model

Sterling Silver (A19) 

MME50138

Knight Black (X24) 

MME50139

MME50140

Woven tie ≥

MME50223

Key-ring metal ≥

MME50275

 Mobile phone charger ≥

Samsung, Siemens and Sony/Ericsson

MME50280

Thermos set ≥ 

MME50251

Camping chair ≥ 

nylon bag

MME50019

≤ Zippo lighter

  single surface etching

  3.5 x 5.5 x 1 cm

MME50007

Travel bag ^ 
(sportsbag)

57 x 33 x 30 cm

MME50235

≤ Outdoor backpack

integrated rain cover

48 x 32 x 17 cm

MME50239

Super Tool ≥ 
(Victorinox)

stainless steel

(27 functions)

MME50238

≤ Maglite

MME50240
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QUICK
REFERENCE LIST

Side protection moulding for SWB (decoration strip to be 

ordered separately):

- dark grey (H01) MZ313827

- Sterling Silver (A19) M313827A19

- Dune Beige (S18) M313827S18

- Thunder Blue (T65) M313827T65

- Knight Black (X24) M313827X24

- Summit White (W09) M313827W09

Decoration strip for SWB:

- silver colour MZ313827S1

- chrome look MZ313827S2

Side protection moulding for LWB (decoration strip to be 

ordered separately):

- dark grey (H01) MZ313828

- Sterling Silver (A19) M313828A19

- Dune Beige (S18) M313828S18

- Thunder Blue (T65) M313828T65

- Knight Black (X24) M313828X24

- Summit White (W09) M313828W09

Decoration strip for LWB:

- silver colour MZ313828S1

- chrome look MZ313828S2

Side step inlay plates:

- SWB MZ313857

- LWB MZ313858

Wheel nut (1 pce) MR455707

Lockable wheel nuts (4 pcs) MZ313736

Interior styling Page 12-13

Interior decoration panels:

- for centre panel, aluminium look (navigation panel) MZ313865

- for centre panel, aluminium look (audio panel) MZ313864

- for centre air vents, metal look MZ313866M

- for centre air vents, wood look MZ313866W

-  surrounding power window switches:

   - front set, metal look MZ313867M

   - front set, wood look MZ313867W

   - front set, aluminium look MZ313867A

   - rear set, LWB, metal look MZ313868M

Exterior styling Page 4-11

Front skid plate, silver colour (A69) M313825A69

Sports grille (A19), with chromed mesh MZ575750EX

Sports grille (A19), with black mesh MZ380388EX

Front bumper styling element MZ575772EX

Front underride protection MZ575770EX

Door handle protection, front doors MZ380310EX

Door handle protection, rear doors, LWB MZ380311EX

Mirror covers MZ576220EX

Rear spoiler, Sterling Silver (A19) MZ574420EX

Spare wheel covers:

- single shell:

  - dark grey material (matching H01), structured surface MZ313861

  - silver metallic material (matching A69) MZ313862

  - Sterling Silver (A19) M313863A19

  - Dune Beige (S18) M313863S18

  - Thunder Blue (T65) M313863T65

  - Knight Black (X24) M313863X24

  - Summit White (W09) M313863W09

  - Satellite Silver (A69) M313863A69

- double shell, outer shell chromed MZ547832EX

- double shell, outer shell Sterling Silver (A19) MZ547833EX

Rear skid plate:

- dark grey/silver M313826DT1

- dark grey M313826H01

  

   - rear set, LWB, wood look MZ313868W

   - rear set, LWB. aluminium look  MZ313868A

Sports pedal kit:

- for m/t (3 pcs) MZ313618

- for a/t (2 pcs) MZ313869

Entry guards:

- with embossed and illuminated Pajero logo, SWB MZ527524EX

- with embossed and illuminated Pajero logo, LWB  MZ527518EX

- with Pajero logo in anti-slip material, SWB MZ527516EX

- with Pajero logo in anti-slip material, LWB MZ527517EX

In-car entertainment Page 14-17

Installation kits:

- for MMCS (incl. new dashboard panel) MZ360175EX

- for MMCS, additional wiring kit MZ360176EX

- for MMCS, DIN cable, for vehicles with Rockford Fosgate MME31659

- for RSE (incl. headphones), LHD MZ360206EX

- for RSE (incl. headphones), RHD MZ360207EX

Mitsubishi Multi Communication System (MMCS) MZ313899

Multi media console, LHD MZ313890

Multi media console, RHD MZ313960

Rear seat entertainment system (RSE), LWB MZ313877

RSE additional headphone MZ360169EX

- for MMCS MZ360224EX

- for tuner / 6 cd changer MZ360136EX

Tuner / 6 CD changer MZ313880

Bluetooth handsfree phone kit (with display, not for vehicles with 

Rockford Fosgate, cannot be combined with factory fitted MMCS) MME31756

Control unit French                 MME31755FR

Control unit Spanish                MME31755ES

Control unit Italian                MME31755IT

Control unit Dutch                  MME31755NL

Control unit Portuguese             MME31755P

Integrated Bluetooth handsfree phone kit (single button 

version, only for vehicles with Rockford Fosgate)     MME31776

Comfort Page 18-19

Side window deflectors:

- SWB MZ562785EX

- LWB MZ562786EX

Textile mat sets, Elegance:

- black, SWB, LHD MZ313846

- black, LWB, LHD MZ313848

- black, SWB, RHD MZ313892

- black, LWB, RHD MZ313894

Textile mat sets, Comfort:

- black, SWB, LHD  MZ313845

- black, LWB, LHD  MZ313847

- black, SWB, RHD MZ313891

- black, LWB, RHD MZ313893

Rubber mat sets, front:

- LHD MZ313895

- RHD MZ313896

Rubber tunnel mat, rear:

- SWB MZ312479

- LWB MZ312480

Textile trunk room mat, Elegance:

- black, SWB MZ313850

- black, LWB MZ313852

Textile trunk room mat, Comfort:

- black, SWB MZ313849

- black, LWB MZ313851

Safety & protection Page 20-23

Rear view camera kit MZ313955

Fog lamp kit MZ313897

Rear parking assistance, set of 4 sensors MZ313898

Anti-theft alarm system MME31619

Child safety seats:

Separation rack: 

- LWB without sunroof MR935379

- LWB with sunroof MR935382

Warning triangle MZ312957

Safety kit MZ312959

First aid kit MZ312958

Transport & leisure Page 24-27

Towbars:

- detachable MZ313840

- flange type MZ313839

- fixed type MZ313838

Towbar wiring:

- 7-pin, incl. C2 module and pre-wiring for rear parking system MZ313883

- 7-pin, 12S dedicated wiring harness, to extend 7 pin kit, RHD MZ313884

- 13-pin, incl. C2 module and pre-wiring for rear parking system MZ313885

- adapter socket 13p to Multicon/West   MZ313939

- adapter socket from 13 to 7 pin MZ313937

- adapter socket from 7 to 13 pin MZ313938

Trunk tray, low edges:

- SWB MZ313886

- LWB MZ313887

Trunk tray XL, high edges:

- SWB MZ313888

- LWB MZ313889

Roof carrier, roof rail MZ312466

Carrier accessories for MZ312466: 

- roof carrier protection set MME50500

- bike carrier, aluminium MZ313538

- bike carrier, black-coated steel MZ312791

- ski/snowboard carrier MZ311974

- ski carrier MZ535809

- luggage carrier, aluminium, 79 x 128 cm MZ313529

- luggage carrier, aluminium, 104 x 132 cm MZ312468

- luggage carrier, black-coated steel, 75 x 100 cm MZ535826

- load stops (4 pcs) MZ312469

- tie-down strap (1 pce) MZ311382

- kayak/surfboard carrier MZ313537

- paddle/mast holder MZ311381

Roof carrier, roof moulding MZ532148EX

Carrier accessories for MZ532148EX: 

- bike carrier, aluminium  MZ532211EX

- ski/snowboard carrier  MZ535976EX

- luggage carrier, aluminium, 75 x 105 cm  MZ533127EX

Wet bag MZ313913

Cargo net MZ312254

Touch-up paint (no ill.) Please ask your dealer

SWB: Short Wheel Base (3-doors)

LWB: Long Wheel Base (5-doors) 


